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Dear Student,

Now that Victorian Government has removed the borders between metro
Melbourne and regional areas and you can reconnect with friends and family, we
would like to provide advice about travel between Federation campuses. To find
detailed advice about current restrictions visit coronavirus.vic.gov.au Coronavirus
(COVID-19) reopening roadmap: Third Step - Victoria.
Attendance on campus in Victoria

While there is greater movement across Victoria, there are still restrictions on
attending campus. We remind that you may only attend a campus in the following
specific circumstances:
•

When you have been formally invited by your School or TAFE to join
activities on campus. The Schools and TAFE have to have an approved
COVIDSafe risk minimisation plan in place before inviting students back, so
your safety is protected.

•

When you have booked an on-campus study space via the Library booking
system. These spaces allow you access to a computer or to a wi-fi enabled
workspace, which may be helpful as your prepare for, and undertake, any
end-of-semester assessments currently underway.

Face masks/coverings on campus

Across Victoria, if you leave your home you must wear a mask. This applies at all
Federation University or Federation TAFE Victorian campuses, even in classes,
pracs and labs. We will review this requirement as soon as the government advice

allows and appreciate everyone’s patience. This is a Victorian Government
requirement but there some exceptions related to teaching and proven health
reasons. The Department of Health and Human Services offer more information on
lawful exemptions here.

Stay safe.

On behalf of the COVID-19 Transition Control Group
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